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To the saints of Christ’s church that meets at Fairview Park with the elders and deacons. We send you 
greetings and joy for our common precious faith and hope in the Lord. 
 
All of our travelling members are back. The sister who went to Phoenix to be with her daughter and son-
in-law as they adopted a baby, ended up participating in an ordeal with the baby requiring urgent, if not 
life threatening, surgery right away. The baby is fine. The parents are fine, and our sister-in-Christ is fine 
and back home. My wife made it back after driving in the middle of the night in Utah, discovering she 
needed to air up a tire, then noticing that it was bald. Thankfully, she had not passed out of the Salt Lake 
City/Ogden area into the area that has little visible habitation until Boise ID, an hour from Oregon! She 
had to replace two tires as the other was too worn to mix with a new tire. Ouch! But she made it home 
safely. 
 
The new family that has been meeting with us has expressed their desire to become part of our work. This 
is good news as they are strong in the faith. Their adult daughter, who used to be a member with us, 
before moving, is with them now, and she wants to rejoin with us. We are happy for this as well. At one 
time, in another congregation, the man was under consideration for becoming an elder. I hope his age and 
health has not moved him out of possible consideration for our needs. We have, I believe, one very 
qualified man, but need at least one other in order to establish an eldership. I pray that he is still interested 
in becoming an elder and that his health problems won’t preclude him from performing those duties. As 
much as we want elders, we cannot put someone in the office that cannot fulfill the duties just to fill the 
office. One step at a time, I guess. The new members are originally from Puerto Rico and the man’s 
English is heavily accented. I heard that is the only reason he wasn’t appointed an elder at the other 
congregation years ago. I understand that could cause some challenges, but hardly find that a disqualifier 
from scripture. Sometimes we just need to exert a little more effort to understand someone. Are we not 
going to evangelize certain people just because it requires effort to understand them? No doubt the 
Mediterranean area was filled with a plethora of varying accents. Was Paul and others to ignore them? I 
think not. I understand that an elder is not the same as a new convert, but dismissing either because one 
does not want to put forth any effort is a shame that will be answered for one day.  
 
We had an elderly couple attending with us much of the summer. The man was from Yuma, AZ and the 
woman not far away in Woodburn, OR. Both attend institutional congregations. She is not able to get out 
on her on, and came to us because he took her with him. Hopefully, the preaching and teaching here, 
along with the conversations they had with the members will give them pause and encourage them to 
reconsider their choices. 
 
Again, thank you so much for your prayers and support. I continue praying to God for His blessings on 
your members and the work in Little Rock. 
 
In Christ, 
 
 
Kevin R. Fermenick, 
a gospel preacher 


